Tuning the Fractional Rig
The Aloha 27 (8.2) and 30 models have a fractional rig and owners may find the following article by
Bruce Kelley, reproduced from August 1979 "Sail" magazine of interest.

Tuning the Fractional Rig
Bruce Kelley says attention to shroud tension is crucial.
For the past 15 years the majority of offshore-type-racing, has been done with masthead rigs, so
the appropriate tuning techniques are not only quite sophisticated but also quite well known.
On the other hand the recent resurgence of fractional rigs on the smaller, lighter, performanceoriented boats such as the Ranger 20, Santana 20 and 525, J/24 and Lindenberg 22 has found a
good number of sailors in unfamiliar territory. Only those of us moving up from the dinghy world
have had any experience with tuning such a rig.
The common feature in all these boats is the rig geometry: the forestay attaches to the mast three
or more feet below the masthead, a single set of spreaders is swept aft at about 30 degrees, and
the rig carries no running backstays. This is not the only fractional rig, but it is by far the simplest
and most common. This set-up is also competitive with the more complex rigs held up with one or
more pairs of running backstays.
You cannot transfer tuning techniques for a masthead rig to this kind of fractional rig. Moreover
as often as not dinghy techniques are inapplicable as well for different reasons. This was brought
home to me at the Lindenberg 22 National Championships where I had a chance to see a very
competitive fleet set up their rigs and I could compare sails, trim and the different sailors'
interaction with rig tuning.
The majority of competitors carried their rigs too slack. They seemed to have the preconception
that the permanent backstay has an appreciable effect on forestay tension and on the flexibility of
the rig.
During the championship, as a puff hit, the forestay sagged off to leeward under-the building wind
pressure. This sag put more fullness into the genoa and tended to move the maximum draft of the
sail aft. At the same time, the genoa leech tightened, choking off the slot and backwinding the
main. Naturally, the fuller, tighter-leeched genoa increased the heeling force, at exactly the wrong
time and the boat heeled, slowed and slid off to leeward. Most skippers reacted by “dumping” the
mainsail or by tightening the backstay to induce more mast bend. This helped by de-powering the
mainsail, but it also shortened the distance between the point of attachment of the stays and the
deck. As the shrouds and forestay lacked the necessary tension, the remedy was not effective. The
key to the problem of tuning this type rig is adequate forestay tension and the whole tuning process
must be based on a ruthless approach to the matter.
A good starting point is to begin the tuning process with the premise that the permanent backstay
has little or nothing to do with forestay tension. This obviously goes against the grain for any sailor

accustomed to a masthead rig, but it is the single most important concept in tuning this type of
rig.

A fractional rig is really nothing, more than an exercise in
triangulation. Forestay tension is transmitted directly to the upper shrouds which, via the
spreaders, push the mast forward. The lower shrouds in turn pull the middle of the mast aft, acting
against the forward thrust of the upper shrouds and spreaders and keeping the mast in column (
see fig. right). However, because the angle between the forestay and the upper shrouds is small in
comparison to the angle between the forestay and backstay on a masthead rig, it is necessary to
carry considerably greater rig tension in a fractional rig to achieve a comparably straight forestay.
Setting up a rig of this nature is really quite simple once the principle is understood:
1. Set up the mast and shrouds so that the mast is straight and raked as desired
2. Tighten the upper shrouds symmetrically until the tension induces the beginnings of an
athwartships compression bend in the spar. Back off each turnbuckle one half turn.
3. The upper shroud tension will have induced a fore-and-aft bend in the spar because of the
pressure transmitted to the spreaders. Reduce this by tightening each lower shroud symmetrically
until either the mast is straight or until you’ve achieved about three-quarters the mast bend your
mainsail was cut for.
4. Shackle the jib halyard to the tack fitting and wind it down until it is as tight as you would ever
want luff tension. Then take up the slack in the forestay being careful not to gall the turnbuckle
but tightening it down hard.
5. Now, tighten the backstay. It should only be able to deflect the uppermost section of the spar
above the forestay and the bend should disappear below the jibstay. If tightening the backstay

increases mast bend at the spreaders, the lower shrouds are too loose and their sag will wind up in
the forestay when the first puff hits.
6. Finally, release the jib halyard and backstay and check the shroud tension. The uppers should
just be slightly tighter than the lowers to accommodate their greater stretch.
7. When you sail hard on the wind, verify that neither the leeward upper nor lower go slack and
check the mast shape.
8. Because proper tuning means that the mast has little or no fore-and-aft bend, the mainsail should
be designed for a much straighter mast than many sailmakers have assumed. Any bend induced by
backstay tension thus merely frees the leech without otherwise affecting the mainsail below the
intersection of the forestay. The mainmast should remain straight and be free of athwartships
bend. The backstay can be reserved for its primary function in life - mainsail leech control.
9. Always remember to ease off the forestay before leaving the boat because this rig puts a
tremendous bending moment on the hull.
If you are racing in a handicap fleet the results of a properly tuned rig may not be all that obvious
unless you have a very close boat-for-boat competition. In a one-design fleet, the results to
weather will be convincing.
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